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Happenings in
Multi-Trans

Deliveries for 29MW and 10MW Solar Plants in Malaysia

Cable Drums for Solar Plant, largely imported 
from China to transfer solar energy

Photovoltaic modules, primarily imported from 
Europe especially Germany

One of our new clients supplies furniture to fully 
furnished residential development. 

We recently handled the first few of the many 
shipments of imported furniture for a high-end 
condominium in the heart of Kuala Lumpur. All the 
goods are being stored in our warehouse awaiting 
for delivery in several batches. 

Furniture for Elite High-rise Residential Development



Construction of190-km Railway Project in Klang Valley, Malaysia

We have been moving various kinds of goods required in the construction 
of this large railway project including rails imported from Europe, 
locomotive equipment from China and moving tunnel boring machines 
(TBM) from Ipoh to Kuala Lumpur. 

Rails imported in 
45-ft containers and 
deliveried in pole 
trailers

Locomotive equipment 
imported in open top and 
high cube containers then 
delivered to several 
different sites

Parts of tunnel boring 
machine (TBM) being 
delivered to the specific 
underground stations



Transporting Aircraft Parts for Aviation Engineering Clients imported from USA & Europe

Regular shipments of aircraft engines are what we do 
for a long-term client who’s an aviation engineering 
specialist. 

This crated box carried window shades that we 
recently imported for a new aviation-related custom-
er. Air freighted from Texas, we then delivered them 
to Melaka International Airport. 

General Construction Cargoes for Malaysian Largest Infrastructure Company

Large amount of containers have been 
handled to import pallet carousel 
systems which are used primarily in 
concrete precasts manufacturing 
industry. With development still rapid in 
Malaysia, we will continue seeing active 
importation of construction materials. 

Security Doors for Malaysia’s renowned Theme Park

Thanks to our familiarity of importing 
from European countries, we helped to 
move these security doors air freighted 
from Germany to an ongoing theme park 
construction site in Malaysia. 



Projects by our associate
Megalift

This is one of Megalift’s recently completed jobs we loaded a total of 37 packages including oversized 
structures and crated goods onto a 250-ft barge in Port Klang. The barge, to be sailed to Indonesia, carried 
various cargoes, namely stripper columns, flash drums and platforms. The heaviest cargo was a Separation 
Column weighing 65 ton with a measurement of L30.55 m x W4.45 m x H4.95 m. 

15 units of Ballast Wagons from China for Malaysia’s National Rail Company

Cargo: Ballast Wagons (15 units)
Dimension: L12.20 m x W2.76 m x H3.03 m

Weight: About 20 ton each

Exporting Fabricated Cargoes to Indonesia by Barge

Cargo: Girder (8 units)
Dimension: Between 20 - 
30 m in length
Various weight



Fire Extinguisher Training for
Office Staff at Megalift HQ, Port 
Klang conducted by Safety Manager

Key Performance Indicator 
(KPI) and Appraisal Training 
for the organisation’s 
middle management team 

Towards Excellent Leadership Communication 
training for potential leaders

In line with our Development core value of “developing 
leaders at all levels”, we actively organise and conduct 
leadership training for our middle management team 
and potential individuals. 

We believe both technical knowledge and soft skills are 
crucial for an employee to develop as part of their 
career advancement prospect. 

Activities within the
MTML Group


